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A “quote” to start with
“Studying away from home to achieve their education
and life goals can be a challenging experience for

international students. But when provided with
appropriate support and guidance, the experience

can ultimately be very positive and rewarding”
- Henry Ho (ISANA conference, 2012)

Motivation and background


Motivation
- Personal experiences
- IPGMS club members’ experiences
- Observations at the campus in last 5 years



Background
- Difficulties faced by international students
- Expectations and Experience
- Expectations vs Experience

Objectives of the research

International students’ perceptions
Learning and teaching environment
- Support services
Perceptions include:
-

1.

2.

Expectations from the programme
Experience in the programme and at the university

Significance of the study
The gaps have implications for institutes, teachers and
support staff in terms of improving living and learning
experience of international students

Literature review
• Difficulties faced by international students

• Students’ expectations from international education
• Expectations and/vs experiences
• Satisfaction of international students NZ (BERL, 2013)
• Academic support to international students
• Support in living, work, life and society

CLE and assessment: College and University Classroom
Environment Inventory (CUCEI) (Fraser et al. 1986), CLE
(Fraser, 2015). Scales: WIHIC, CLES, SLEI, Student QTI etc

Research methodology

Mixed-methods research
Interviews
- Questionnaire- online
- Focus group discussions (proposed)
-

Participants
- 105 IPGMS club members (survey)
- 12 graduate and post graduate students (for
interviews and FGDs; excluding PhD students)

Findings
1. Teaching and Learning Environment
The findings reveal that there exists a degree of
inconsistency between students’ expectations and actual
experiences.
Aspects: Language and academic writing skills, Previous
learning Env, Transition(s)
2. Support Services
High level of consistency between the perceived and
experienced levels of support services
Aspects: The 4 stages of lifecycle of international student,
living, health and well-being, inclusion in clubs, groups,
societies,

New Zealand International Students Support Framework

Government
priorities

Build a more competitive and productive economy

ISSF Outcome

International students are effectively supported and have a positive experience in New Zealand

The life cycle of intl
students

Pre-arrival

Intermediate
outcomes sought

Key services
available

Interventions:
across the
cycle

Interventions:
at each stage

Success indicators:
at each stage

Success indicators:
across the cycle

International students
(including parents where
appropriate) are well prepared
for study and life in New
Zealand, and have realistic
expectations.
•ENZ provides online info & support
for studying in NZ, runs in -country
fairs, and manages the Recognised
Agent Programme.
•MBIE sends emails to new visa
holders with links to information, has
a new online NZReady planning tool
and provides online info on visas,
work rights and migration.

Business Growth Agenda

Arrival
International students feel
welcome in New Zealand and
are ready to focus on study.

•ENZ and MBIE’s online information.
•NZ Police provides safety
orientations where requested and
online advice for new arrivals.
•OEA provides Language Line.

Leadership Statement for International Education

Living While Studying

Post study: in NZ

International students’ expectations for care
and support are met and managed; they have
an enriching experience in New Zealand; and
they are well informed about their post study
options.

International students make a
successful transition into poststudy life in New Zealand.

•NZ Police provides mentoring and support
programmes in Auckland, and has Ethnic Liaison
Officers in communities across NZ.
•OEA provides Language Line and online information
about ethnic communities.
•NZQA provides support after PTE closures.
•MBIE, Careers NZ and MSD have online information
for migrant job seekers.
•Careers NZ provides “Career Development
Benchmarks” for tertiary institutions.

•Careers NZ offers online
information, tools and advice,
including an “Adviceline”
•MBIE provides online info on visas
and work and settlement in NZ, and
settlement services.

Better Public Services

Post study: Overseas
International alumni
continue to be connected
with New Zealand, and act
as advocates for New
Zealand.

•ENZ and MFAT provide offshore
alumni events and seek to
leverage alumni.
•KEA is contracted to attract
more alumni to its networks for
NZ Inc benefit.

•Establish a cross-agency government working group to better coordinate government agencies’ efforts in supporting international students.
•Develop a central online information portal with links to all relevant sites, and provide online info in an accessible and personalised manner (eg Chat Box, smartphone Apps and search engines).
• Address language barriers by using more languages wherever possible, adding more pictures and videos, and promoting available language assistance such as Language Line.
•Increase awareness of available information and services, including developing a directory of all government and community services for migrants.
•Create and maintain an ongoing mechanism to have direct feedback from international student representatives.
•Increase the number of
recognised agents under ENZ’s
Recognised Agent Programme.
•Promote MBIE’s NZ Ready
planning tool.
•Find a way to collect or register
international students’ personal
data so as to maintain a
database of international
students which can be used to
send them tailored information.

Through NZ Ready/MBIE:
•Increased hit rates and session
duration on NZ Ready for students
Wish List
•Increased reporting of awareness
and understanding of key facts about
living and studying in New Zealand
prior to arrival.

•Increase central government
agency participation at
orientations organised at a
local level.
•See above cross-cycle
interventions.
•Support and info specific to
this stage is mostly provided by
education providers.

Wish List
•Increased reporting that students
make an easy transition to establish
their ‘base’ in New Zealand

•Raise awareness of complaint procedures
and where to find information and support.
•Establish an international student activities
centre (Auckland?)
•Consider how central government agencies
could contribute to local international
student social groups.
•Develop an 0800 number, or an online chat
function where students could seek instant
and personalised support.
•Explore options for measuring the mental
and sexual health of international students
•Seek more information on schools’
responses to bullying involving international
students
Through MBIE:
•Labour Inspectorate to collect information where practicable to
assist with determining the extent of exploitative employment
•Wish List
•Students report familiarity and satisfaction with New Zealand
health system, including with insurance companies
•Students are welcomed into and participate in New Zealand’s
society.

•Raise awareness of existing
career counselling and advice
(via Careers NZ, MBIE and
Citizens Advice Bureaux) .
•Provide information and
support to reduce actual and
perceived barriers to employing
former international student
graduates

MFAT and ENZ:
•Better target and engage
with alumni soon after their
study.
•Strengthen and leverage
alumni networks including
through social media and
KEA.
•Continue to collaborate
with education providers in
engaging with alumni.

Through MBIE:
•Increased use of INZ’s studentspecific websites.
•Increased transition rate from
study to residence for those with
Bachelor’s degree or above.
Wish List
•Increased percentage of
international students with poststudy work visas getting suitable
employment.

Through ENZ, MFAT and
KEA New Zealand
•Greater numbers of former
international students joining NZ
Inc alumni networks including
through KEA
Wish List
•Develop a specific survey for
alumni, potentially through igraduate

Through i-graduate surveys: Increasing satisfaction in key areas for each stage of the lifecycle (particularly in high-risk areas such as personal safety, employment and money, health, and social interactions)
Through Student Voice workshops: Increased reporting that students feel welcome and safe, they are confident about accessing ongoing support from government for any challenges encountered.
Wish list: Develop an independent and targeted international student survey.

Living Support Aspects

Pre arrival
Transition - arrival
Living While Studying
Post Study

Pre arrival
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work whilst
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Living While Studying
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support
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Good- students
need initiative
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Pre arrival
Information Transition - arrival
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Expectation
Information
pre arrival
in some cases
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expectation
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whilst
studying and
graduate
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Living While Studying
Expectation
Post Study
University
Embedded
support
advance:

U

Information

Generally
good

preparation need
+ focus pre
graduation

Community
Community
support
Programs
Good- students

Varies –
need initiative
many fail to
to find it –
read the fine
guidance
print
helpful but not
always
apparent.

reintegration
help varies
Work finding
assistance for
Country of origin

Issues: Re-entry
+ staying

Embedded Prep:
1. Relevant work experience ( and/or) experiencing any work)
2. Engaging with life in context of intended work - NZ and/or
home or intended third country - fitting in
3. Understanding & knowledge of job context in NZ and/or home
or other countries
4. Networking - including family, friends, professional associations,
govt agencies , companies
5. Distinctiveness – identifying and being comfortable in
communicating distinctiveness eg language , cross
cultural relevance, social capital, project and study
distinctiveness
6. Identify and develop soft skills - communication, presentation,
generic skills like research , project management,
team
and team leadership , critical thinking .
7. Flexibility - uptake of varied and wide range of tasks, other
interests, motivation for what desire and what must
be done, work/life balance

Implications
1. Need more learning support to succeed
2. Transition support
3. Post study work transition
4. More practical component

Future research directions


System-wide study
◦ Teachers’ and University’s expectations: Gaps
◦ More comprehensive study
◦ Teachers’ expectations vs Students’
perceptions about teachers’ expectaions
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